
DXC and Microsoft at a glance
• 30+ year strategic partnership, 

27+ years of reselling,  
60+ years of innovation 

• 20K+ Microsoft-trained and 
-certified professionals;  
24 Gold and Silver  
competency areas

• 70 countries in global  
delivery network

• 8M+ user devices, 5.7M+  
Office 365 seats managed,  
42K licensing agreements

• 15K customer affiliates 

About Microsoft 
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @
microsoft) enables digital 
transformation for the era of 
an intelligent cloud and an 
intelligent edge. Its mission is 
to empower every person and 
every organization on the planet 
to achieve more. Learn more at 
www.microsoft.com

Customer benefits
DXC and Microsoft lead your digital 
transformation journey through an 
intelligent cloud platform that seamlessly 
integrates the entire Microsoft stack. 
We transition you to more agile, service-
oriented IT models — improving your 
ability to adapt to changing market 
conditions and drive business growth. 
We drive tangible business results on 
the Microsoft platform to give you the 
insights, agility, control and security you 
need to confidently thrive on change.

• Intelligent decisions. We facilitate 
quicker, more proactive decision 
making by optimizing, managing and 
monitoring application workloads 
on Microsoft platforms and clouds; 
consolidating and integrating data; 
and facilitating powerful predictive 
analytics. We also offer artificial 
intelligence (AI)-based virtual agents 
that let workers access support for 
Microsoft-based solutions more easily 
and economically.

• Modern platform for growth. DXC’s 
IT modernization solutions provide a 
swift and sure path to unprecedented 

business insights and the ability 
to capitalize on them. We use the 
flexibility and agility inherent in public, 
private and hybrid clouds to provide 
a platform for growth that empowers 
people and businesses to innovate and 
collaborate — anywhere, anytime. DXC 
Managed Services for Microsoft Azure 
unlock the flexibility and affordability 
of Azure and give you confidence, as 
you know that your applications are 
secure and managed 24x7. We help 
determine the best approach for each 
IT system, including identifying which 
applications are best retained on 
premises or in another cloud. 

• Secure business. Security is a 
foundational element of every DXC 
and Microsoft solution. We minimize 
risk and exposure, augmenting 
Microsoft’s cloud-based solutions 
and user environments so they 
are protected, resilient, regulatory 
compliant and auditable. We work 
across the infrastructure, platform and 
application layers to help safeguard 
your corporate data, manage risk, 
promote business continuity and  
ensure compliance.

Digital transformation drives 
success in a cloud-first world
DXC Technology and Microsoft 
strategic partnership
DXC Technology and Microsoft, global strategic partners 
for more than 30 years, are leading the charge in the digital 
revolution. We jointly develop and implement solutions that 
combine the strengths of Microsoft’s leading cloud platform with 
DXC’s unrivaled expertise and consulting, systems integration 
and managed services capabilities. Together, we deliver 
transformative digital offerings that help you harness the 
power of innovation to create new ways of connecting people, 
data and processes; reduce complexity; and boost efficiency, 
collaboration, control and security. 



Joint offerings/solutions
DXC and Microsoft deliver enterprise-
grade solutions and capabilities.

• Digital workplace solutions. DXC 
MyWorkStyle™ fosters collaboration, 
engagement, productivity and a 
consumer-like digital workplace 
experience with access to applications, 
data and information — anytime, 
anywhere and on any device. Our 
strong change management approach 
drives effective use of Microsoft Office 
365 and Teams, Windows Virtual 
Desktop, Microsoft Managed Desktop 
and HoloLens.

• Enterprise and cloud applications. 
Our end-to-end, industry-specific 
solutions — purpose-built on Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 and Azure for maximum 
enterprise resource planning and 
customer relationship management 
functionality and innovation — afford 
powerful data insight, efficiencies and 
automation. Our solutions, strategic 
planning and implementation services 
accelerate cloud, on-premises and 
hybrid application deployment.

• Cloud and platform services. 
Our end-to-end services unlock the 
flexibility and affordability of Azure in 
the public cloud — or on-premises with 
Azure Stack — through application 
transformation, migration and 24x7 
management and monitoring. Azure 
managed cloud services deliver SAP 
Analytics, Azure Kubernetes Service 
(AKS) and Azure Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) resource management based 

on marketing-leading automation, 
simplified operational processes and 
enterprise-grade reliability.

• Analytics. DXC deploys offerings and 
capabilities on Microsoft Azure to ease 
data estate migration, modernize 
analytics programs and harness AI 
to transform data into actionable 
intelligence. We optimize data, 
workloads and analytics processes and 
deliver results that matter, so clients 
can focus on their customers and their 
business, and achieve better business 
outcomes. Our Analytics Modernization 
and Migration Factory applies a set of 
methods and accelerators for migration 
and transformation to Microsoft Azure, 
using products such as Synapse, IoT 
and Power Apps, including Power BI.

• Application services. DXC’s 
application transformation factories 
leverage platform-native Azure services 
and proven DXC intellectual property 
to rapidly migrate and reinvigorate 
applications. We accelerate 
integration, mainframe modernization, 
cloud-native transformation and  
user interface/user experience  
(UI/UX), while optimizing, automating 
and rationalizing IT assets and 
services across the global enterprise. 
Coupled with the Analytics and Data 
Modernization and Migration Factory, 
we help you adopt Microsoft Azure 
faster, safely and at scale.

• Software licensing and management 
solutions (SLMS). The DXC SLMS 
strategic approach to software  
management and optimization  

reduces costs and risks by enhancing 
visibility and control across the license 
estate and by improving software pricing, 
terms and compliance. SLMS, positioned 
as the Cloud Platform Services (CPS) 
back-office support for cloud vendors, 
centralizes processes and back-end tools. 
SLMS provides offering engagement/
development; contract, vendor and 
vendor-incentive management; licensing 
specialist/customer solutioning; cloud 
business service desk; and delivery/
account support. 

Differentiation 
DXC delivers highly differentiated 
solutions on the Microsoft platform — in 
a wide array of environments — that 
successfully address your complex 
enterprise needs. We couple our 
leading portfolio with deep industry 
expertise across healthcare, financial 
services, travel and transportation, 
retail and manufacturing to create 
solutions targeted at industry needs for 
maximum business impact. Our hosted 
and management services provide a 
complete solution while offering easy 
interoperability with Microsoft’s best-in-
class cloud services. Our customers can 
incorporate governance and financial 
management into our Microsoft Azure 
services to achieve the full benefits of an 
agile and optimized consumption model. 

Learn more at  
www.dxc.technology/
microsoft

About DXC Partner Network
The DXC Partner Network is a curated ecosystem of partner relationships built on a foundation of collaboration, 
differentiation and innovation. Together, we work to deliver the right solution and the right team to address 
complex, critical customer business challenges. Learn more at www.dxc.technology/partnernetwork.

About DXC Technology
DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission critical systems and operations  
while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and scalability across public,  
private and hybrid clouds. With decades of driving innovation, the world’s largest companies trust DXC to 
deploy our enterprise technology stack to deliver new levels of performance, competitiveness and customer 
experiences. Learn more about the DXC story and our focus on people, customers and operational  
execution at www.dxc.technology.
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Get the insights that matter.
www.dxc.technology/optin
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